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1  | INTRODUC TION

Ecology has become more transdisciplinary to better understand 
our environment. For example, ecosystem services reflect health, 
economic and cultural values (Kareiva et al., 2011), and journals and 
societies want to study human relationships with nature (Gaston 
et al., 2019; Society for Conservation Biology working groups, 2020). 
This transdisciplinary shift has brought the human dimension of na-
ture into focus, but the study of human– nature relationships largely 
falls outside the traditional expertise of an ecologist or conserva-
tionist, who may be unfamiliar with the available methods and data.

Social media could help us understand human– nature relation-
ships. Historically, surveys (or other qualitative approaches) have 
assessed perceptions, often providing a detailed understanding of a 
person's thoughts. Social media does not offer such detail, but is cost- 
effective, less time- intensive and offers enormous amounts of infor-
mation (Fox et al., 2020). In 2020, social media has become widely used 
in most countries, with approximately half of the world's population 
(and increasing) being active users (Clement, 2020). Social media cap-
tures many data types (e.g. text, photos, videos, sound and interaction 
networks with other people) with spatial representation and temporal 
time series that could allow holistic analyses (Toivonen et al., 2019).
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Abstract
1. Human perceptions of nature, once the domain of the social sciences, are now an 

important part of environmental research. However, the data and tools to tackle 
this research are lacking or are difficult to apply.

2. Here, we present a collection of text classifier models to identify text relevant to 
the broad topics of hunting and nature, describing whether opinions are pro-  or 
against- hunting, or show interest, concern or dislike of nature. The methods also 
include a biographical classification— describing whether the author of the text is 
a person, nature expert, nature organisation or ‘Other’. The classifiers were devel-
oped using an extensive social media dataset, and are designed to support qualita-
tive analysis of big data (especially from Twitter).

3. The classifiers accurately identified biographies, text related to hunting and na-
ture and the stance towards hunting and nature (weighted F- scores: 0.79– 0.99; 1 
indicates perfect accuracy).

4. These classifiers, alongside an array of other text processing and analysis func-
tions, are presented in the form of an R package classecol. classecol also acts as 
a proof of concept that nature- related text classifiers can be developed with high 
accuracy.
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In recent years, the use, and diversity of uses, of social media 
analysis across the environmental sciences has rapidly increased 
(Ghermandi & Sinclair, 2019). Social media has been used to develop 
species distribution models (August et al., 2020), measure aesthetic 
and recreational ecosystem services (Graham & Eigenbrod, 2019; 
Van Zanten et al., 2016), track illegal wildlife trade (Di Minin 
et al., 2018) and determine the role of wildlife in nature- based tour-
ism (Hausmann et al., 2017). The abundance and availability of data 
on these platforms— many now 15 years old, open the door for more 
research. Analyses of social media could revolutionise our under-
standing of the human— nature relationship and how it impacts the 
environment, but this requires new and improved tools (Toivonen 
et al., 2019).

There are many approaches to ‘mine’ opinions and gain insights 
from text data (Aggarwal & Zhai, 2013). For example, sentiment 
analysis aims to understand the emotion of a text, often classifying 
the text's language use as negative, neutral or positive (Liu, 2020). 
This can be done with machine learning approaches, but a more 
readily accessible approach for interested ecologists and conserva-
tionists would be lexicon- based sentiment analysis. Lexicon- based 
approaches assign scores to words to calculate an average score 
for a text passage, for example, if more negative words are used, 
the text will be labelled as negative. Overall scores are effective 
for describing sentiment, but meaning may be unclear (Aldayel & 
Magdy, 2019; Mohammad et al., 2017). For example, lexicon- based 
sentiment analyses would return negative scores for these two mes-
sages ‘It is sad that Pangolin are vanishing’ and ‘Pangolins are bad’ 
(both use negative language), failing to recognise that only the sec-
ond message indicates a dislike for pangolins. Furthermore, in some 
lexicons, species names can have negative scores (e.g. ‘shark’) which 
can bias results if we are interested in human– nature relationships 
(Lennox et al., 2020).

Stance analysis is an alternative approach (Aggarwal & Zhai,   
2013; Liu, 2020; Srivastava & Sahami, 2009), more targeted towards 
assessing opinions about topics or specific questions. Stance anal-
ysis could help recognize the dislike of pangolins in the example 
above, but this method is often time- consuming to develop as it re-
quires large training datasets alongside complex machine learning 
models. Furthermore, the generality of the stance analysis models 
can be low. For example, if a stance analysis model was built to de-
tect fondness of pangolins, it may be of limited use for other species. 
So whilst stance analysis gets far closer (relative to lexicon- based 
sentiment analysis) to understanding a user's opinion, for it to be 
useful, it would also need to be derived from a broad array of training 
data themes, and answer general and pertinent questions.

2  | CL A SSECOL DESCRIPTION

With the massive growth in social media analysis, and especially in 
studies using text data to look at people's perceptions of and relation-
ships with nature (Ghermandi & Sinclair, 2019), there is a great need 
for text analysis tools (Toivonen et al., 2019). To meet this demand, 

we present classecol a text cleaning, processing and classification 
tool to support analysis of public opinions of nature in a big data set-
ting. classecol avoids the interpretation issues of sentiment analysis 
and the specificity issues of stance analysis. classecol can identify rel-
evant texts, describe their stance and determine the type of user that 
produced the text. This provides a proof of concept to guide and en-
courage further text analysis development for ecology, and we hope 
other groups developing classifiers would consider uploading them 
to our package— becoming formal contributors (see package vignette). 
classecol's 10 text classifiers have been trained and tested on Twitter 
data, and fall within three topics:

1. Hunting— Are texts discussing the hunting of wildlife? If so, 
what's the user's opinion, for example, pro or against hunting?

2. Nature— Are texts relevant to nature? If so, what's the user's opin-
ion, for example, expressing interest, concern or dislike of nature?

3. Biographical (bio hereafter)— Is the author of the text a person? 
If so, is that individual a member of the general public or an indi-
vidual discussing nature in a professional or academic capacity?

3  | DE VELOPING CL A SSIFIERS

Prior to developing the ten classifiers in the classecol collection, 
we developed base classifiers for each of the three topics following 
eight steps: (a) Defined a protocol to describe the criteria text must 
meet to fall in a category (e.g. What text characteristics distinguish 
pro-  and against- hunting?). (b) Ensured the human classifiers could 
accurately and consistently use the protocol. (c) Seven individuals 
classified 1,100 texts for each topic (tweets for hunting and nature, 
and user provided descriptions for bio) creating a training dataset 
of 7,700 texts per topic. (d) Built six text classification models for 
each topic including multinomial logistic regression, support vector 
machines, naïve Bayes, random forest, K nearest neighbour and a 
four- layer neural network. A logistic regression was then used to 
merge the outputs from these models generating an ensemble text 
classifier. (e) Tested the performance of the ensemble model and 
identified cases of misclassification to refine the protocol and clas-
sification criteria. (f) Corrected misclassified training texts using 
the refined protocol. (g) Finalised the classification protocol. (h) 
Tested different text cleaning options (e.g. from raw text to very 
clean text— see Table S1) to identify that which maximised ensem-
ble model precision and recall (both defined below). These eight 
steps are further detailed in Supporting Information: Developing 
classifiers.

In the final protocol, there are three categories for the hunting 
topic and four for the nature and bio (one added during the reclassi-
fication steps) topics:
Hunting

1. Irrelevant— text does not discuss the hunting of animals.
2. Pro- hunting— text indicates support for hunting.
3. Against- hunting— text indicates opposition to hunting.
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Nature

1. Irrelevant— text does not discuss nature or nature related 
activities.

2. Pro- nature (positive phrasing)— text endorses nature with positive 
language, for example, interest.

3. Pro- nature (negative phrasing)— text endorses nature with nega-
tive language, for example, concern.

4. Against- nature— text indicates opposition or frustration towards 
nature, for example, fear.

Bio

1. Expert— user has professional status, or qualifications to indicate 
expertise, in nature or a nature related field.

2. Person— user is an individual without nature expertise.
3. Nature org (added)— user is an organisation, company or group 

working in a nature- related activity.
4. Other— user is none of the above.

4  | CL A SSIFIER ACCUR ACY

We report the F- score (Zhang & Zhang, 2009) accuracy of each cate-
gory in each classifier, and an overall accuracy per classifier (average 
F- score weighted by the proportional abundance of each category). 
Accuracy was measured on an independent data sample, that is, not 
used to develop the classifiers. F = 1 indicates perfect classification.

The hunting classifiers had high overall (0.87– 0.97) and cate-
gory accuracies (Figure 1), except for Irrelevant, where lower accu-
racy (0.64– 0.72) was driven by low recall (0.54– 0.61). Nearly half 
of the Irrelevant texts were assigned to the wrong category. In the 

nature classifiers, overall accuracies ranged from 0.82 to 0.92, with 
moderate to high accuracy across all categories except Pro- nature 
(negative phrasing) and Against- nature in the ‘full’ model. Against- 
nature had low model recall (0.67) and precision (0.4), probably be-
cause this category only represented 1.1% of all classifications. This 
low coverage could make the model unreliable, which may explain 
why Pro- nature (negative phrasing) also had low accuracy in the ‘full’ 
model, despite good accuracy in other models. Given this finding, we 
removed Against- nature from the stance and trimmed models and 
would recommend using the trimmed over the full model. Finally, 
in the bio models, overall accuracies ranged from 0.79 to 0.87, with 
moderate to high accuracy in all categories. All topics are character-
ised in Figures S6– S8.

5  | USING CL A SSECOL

Prior to data collection and analyses, any research project involving 
public opinion should consider the legal and ethical requirements— 
see Data rights and ethics in the Supporting Information.

The classecol functions fall into two groups: (a) general text 
cleaning and analysis and (b) text classification. The first group in-
cludes five functions of value for anyone interested in natural lan-
guage processing. The clean function provides comprehensive text 
cleaning options, including the conversion of common emoticons, 
abbreviations, slang and environment- related hashtags into readable 
text. valence detects the presence of terms that can alter, reverse or 
amplify meaning. contract performs word stemming and lemmati-
sation to reduce term complexity (e.g. consulting becomes consult). 
lang_eng detects the presence of non- English terms. Finally, senti_
matrix pulls together 11 popular sentiment analysis approaches into 
one function, to produce a matrix of average sentiment scores for 

F I G U R E  1   Flowchart to assist in selecting a suitable classecol classifier for each of the hunting, nature and bio topics. Flowchart 
questions are depicted in dark grey boxes with rounded edges, and classifier options are in the lighter shade of grey. The bold text in the 
classifier boxes describes the classifiers name and overall accuracy. Accuracy (measured as the classification F- score, a value of 1 is perfect 
classification accuracy) is also broken down into each classifier category
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each sentence. All of these functions can be used in conjunction, 
for example, to assess sentiment analysis of some text, you may use 
lang_eng to remove non- English texts, then clean and contract the 
text, before running the senti_matrix function.

Our second group of functions are the most important component 
of classecol. These text classifiers are processed through a Python 
backend, thus require downloading and installing Python (we recom-
mend version 3.6). This can be done automatically in R through the 
addeR::py_download function (Johnson, 2021a). The load_classecol 
function then automatically downloads the text classification models 
and Python module dependencies. load_classecol also links R to the 
Python backend and needs to be run every time a new R environment 
is loaded; the text classification models and Python modules will only 
need to be downloaded once. The hun_class, nat_class and bio_class 
functions perform the text classifications in the hunting, nature and 
bio topics respectively. Prior to using the classifiers, we recommend 
running clean(level = “simple”) for hun_class and clean(level = “full”)-
for nat_class, but no cleaning is required before using bio_class. 
nat_class also requires a matrix of valence and language indicators, as 
well as sentiment scores for each text record (see package vignette on 
https://github.com/GitTF J/class ecol).

The hun_class, nat_class and bio_class functions each contain 
multiple text classifiers which could be valuable in different scenar-
ios (Figure 1). For hun_class, the relevance model identifies whether 
text is relevant or irrelevant to hunting, stance classifies relevant 
texts as pro-  or against- hunting and full runs both relevance and 
stance. Similarly, for nat_class, relevance identifies whether text is 
relevant or irrelevant to nature, stance identifies whether relevant 
pro- nature texts are using positive or negative phrasing and the 
trimmed model combines both. nat_class also has a full model which 

includes the low- accuracy Against- nature category, which should be 
used with caution. Finally, for bio_class, the person model identifies 
whether a user is a person or not, expert classifies persons as nature 
experts or general public and full combines both and adds the addi-
tional ‘Nature organisation’ category.

Classifiers can be used hierarchically (e.g. use relevance followed 
by stance) rather than using the combined classifiers. This increased 
computational processing time but had little impact on accuracies, 
except in the bio model, where accuracy is improved by using the 
person classifier, followed by the expert classifier. Classifiers can 
also be stacked. For example, to explore the general public's stance 
towards hunting in the USA, we could remove non- English texts with 
lang_eng, identify members of the public with bio_class(type = “full”) 
and then determine hunting stance with hun_class(type = “full”). 
When running any of the text classifiers, we recommend manually 
classifying a sample of your data, so classification accuracy can be 
determined.

classecol's suite of text processing, analysis and classifier func-
tions can assist academics and policy- makers interested in exploring 
the human dimensions of nature in big data. This research theme, 
and in- turn classecol's value, extends far beyond the fields of ecol-
ogy and conservation, with social scientists, human geographers and 
environmental scientists all working with human– nature relationship 
data. classecol provides evidence that moderate to high accuracies 
can be achieved from text classifiers and we hope this will inspire fu-
ture classifier development (methods and code are openly available). 
Admittedly, there are time costs to consider as supervised classifiers 
like classecol require lengthy training datasets, which are laborious 
to compile, and as mentioned earlier, can lack generality. Whilst we 
have designed classecol across a broad array of training data themes, 

F I G U R E  2   Assessment of 11 sentiment approaches ability to distinguish between the hunting and nature stances. The points represent 
the median sentiment score and error bars are the 95% quantiles [2.5%, 97.5%], displayed for each approach in each stance. If the sentiment 
analysis approaches were able to distinguish between the stances, we would expect to see little to no overlap in the black and grey points

https://github.com/GitTFJ/classecol
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its generality (or accuracy) across different data types is unknown. 
classecol should be used cautiously on non- Twitter data, and a sam-
ple of data must always be manually classified (by a human), so accu-
racy can be tested.

Despite hundreds of studies in the environmental sciences using 
social media analysis, there is a scarcity of method comparison and 
testing which means the accuracy and representativeness of these 
text analysis tools remains largely unknown, and could be error- 
prone. For example, when we measure sentiment analysis scores 
for texts in our human- classified hunting and nature stance data, 
we may expect sentiment analysis to detect the opposing hunting 
stances, or the opposing language use in pro- nature tweets, that is, 
Against- hunting tweets would primarily have negative scores, and 
Pro- hunting tweets would have positive scores. However, the sen-
timent scores between the categories largely overlap in both the 
hunting and nature topics (Figure 2). Sentiment approaches were 
unable to distinguish the classifications and detect our stances 
(lexicon- based sentiment analysis can only describe the text's polar-
ity, not infer meaning). To ensure social media data are used robustly 
in the environmental sciences, its pivotal that methods are tested 
and frameworks for analysis are developed.

Big data culturomics within the ecological and conservation sci-
ences are already reliant on transdisciplinary work involving social 
science. Transdisciplinary research is key to harnessing the data's 
massive potential, but requires careful method development and test-
ing. This scrutiny extends onto classecol for which next steps include 
further testing of the text classifiers especially on non- Twitter data. 
The full potential of classecol, to our knowledge the first publicly 
available text classifier of opinions on nature, is yet to be explored, 
but we hope this tool will be the first of many in a growing community.
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